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Abstract
Discovery  of  a  second  population  of  Hyla  gratiosa  in  Caldwell  County,  Kentucky,  isolated

from  the  only  other  known  population  in  the  state  (Todd  County  and  adjacent  Montgomery
County  in  Tennessee),  suggests  that  the  disjunct  nature  of  the  northern  populations  is  a
result  of  range  contraction  and  the  natural  occurrence  of  relict  populations  rather  than  from
artificial  introductions  by  man.

North   of   the   central   Gulf   states,   from   Most   frogs   were   sitting   on   vegetation   at
northern       Alabama       and       northwestern   surface   level   in   water   less   than    1   m   in
Georgia     through     central     Tennessee,     the   depth.
barking    treefrog    Hyla    gratiosa   is    repre-   On   6   July,    about   40   individuals    were
sented   by   disjunct,   apparently   relict   popu-   calling   in   the   area.     In   addition,   10   were
lations.     At   the   extreme   north-central   limit   calling   from   a   similar   flooded   area   some
of   the   range   in   north-central   Tennessee   and   100   m   distant   from   the   first,   and   10   more
south-central     Kentucky,     the     species     has   in   a   permanently   wet   area   some   10   m   in
been   heretofore   known   from   a   single   pop-   diameter   and   about   200   m   distant   from   the
ulation   in   Montgomery   County,   Tennessee   first   location.     All   3   areas   contained   much
(Scott    and    Harker     1968),     and     adjacent   submergent   vegetation.   No   specimens   were
Todd   County,   Kentucky   (  Monroe   and   Tay-   taken   but   recordings   were   obtained,
lor   1972).     The   discovery   of   an   additional   Two   more   individuals   were   captured   on
isolated   population   about   60   km   northwest   8   July,   one   of   which   is   still   alive   in   captivity
of   the   foregoing   extends   the   range   of   the   at   this   time   (  18   Feb   1977  )  .   About   50   frogs
species   toward   southwestern   Kentucky   and   in   all   were   calling   on   8   July   at   the   original
further   illustrates   the   peculiar   disjunct   na-   site,   with   but   6   at   the   permanent   wet   area
ture   of   its   distribution.   and   none   at   the   third   location.

On   3   July   1976,   Giannini   obtained   a   sin-   On   10   and   12   July,   following   several
gle   specimen   about   12   km   south   of   Prince-   days   without   rainfall,   a   total   of   about   30
ton,   Caldwell   County,   Kentucky.   It   was   calling   males   was   noted   at   the   3   locations,
taken   about   50   m   from   the   nearest   water   Some   10   individuals   were   heard   on   14   July
on   a   warm,   drizzly   night;   no   frogs   were   and   none   after   that   date,
heard   calling   at   that   time.   The   specimen   is   The   newly   discovered   area   is   in   a   differ-
presently   in   the   Herpetological   Collections   ent   drainage   system   than   that   involving   the
of   the   Department   of   Biology,   University   other   Kentucky   population.   In   addition,
of   Louisville   (#UL   6779).   it   is   but   30   km   east   of   the   Land   Between

Following   considerable   rainfall,   Giannini   the    Lakes   region,    one   of   the   most   thor-
located   a   breeding   area   on   5   July   about   75   oughly      studied      regions      herpetologically
m   from   the   site   of   the   original   specimen,   within    Kentucky.     Although    we    are    sure
The   area   was   a   flooded   slough   with   much   otner   populations   remain   undiscovered   in
submergent   grass   and   weedy   growth,   ap-   Parts   of   Kentucky   and   Tennessee,   it   is   evi-
proximately   10   by   75   m   in   size.     On   that   dent     that     the     ran§e     is     hiShly     disJunct
night,    2    specimens   were   obtained    (#UL   thl^ugh   those   states-
6780,   6781)   from   about   25   calling   males.   h   .™e   most   significant   feature   of   the   dis-

tnbution  or  H.  gratiosa  is   the  absence  from
i/^    i~.-i.  *•      *t     10/>  /xt       o    •    v  r        j         southwestern   Kentucky   along  the   Missis-
1   Contribution   No.    186    (New   Series)    from   the   .   _.   ,   ,        \   &   ,.         „     __    ,r

Department   of   Biology,   University   of   Louisville,       ^PP1   Rlver   bottomlands;   virtually   all   Gulf
Louisville,   Kentucky   40208.   coastal   plain   species   ranging   north   to   Ken-
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tuck>-   occur   iu   that   floodplain.   As   a   result,
the  overall   distribution  of   the  species   forms
a   unique   geographical   pattern   among   east-

ern  amphibians.   A   somewhat   similar
pattern  could  be  obtained  in   the  mud  sala-

mander Pscudotriton  montanus  if  the  mid-
land race  P.  m.  diasticus  were  relict  and

disjunct   in   central   Kentucky   and   Tennessee
rather  than  widespread,  but  there  is  no  spe-

cies displaying  the  particular  distributional
peculiarities   of   H.   gratiosa.   Furthermore,
the   existence   of   several   sizable   disjunct
breeding   populations   suggests   that   the   dis-

tribution is  a  natural  one,  resulting  from
range   contraction   and   relict   populations,
rather     than     possibly      being     produced

through    artificial    or    accidental    introduc-
tions by  man.

Further   studies   of   the   Caldwell   County   j
population   will   be   conducted   in   the   sum-

mer of  1977.  Field  herpetologists  in  Ken-
tucky and  Tennessee  should  be  alerted  to

the  possible   occurrence  of   this   species   else-
where in  the  region.
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